
is our mission, and in 2020 we had the
opportunity to see just how essential that is.
When San Francisco shut down all non-essential
businesses on March 17, we stayed open. Birth
tubs, hospital-grade breast pumps, and scales;
breastfeeding supplies, formula, pregnancy and
postpartum supplies; education + support 
 (virtually) for pregnant and very new parents -
these are essential. There is no pause button
when it comes to pregnancy, birth and
parenting. The needs are urgent, they are
important, they are right now, and they are
sometimes forgotten. We are wholeheartedly
committed to providing the support we are
uniquely positioned to offer.  

2020 in review

nurturing families from
pregnancy to early childhood  

NATURAL RESOURCES

As we finished 2020 we felt proud, relieved,
and (let's be honest) tired. We did many new
things in 2020 (more than once we compared
it to a big giant developmental leap:
sleepless nights, challenging days and
breakthroughs on the other side). Please
check out what we did to get through 2020.
Thank you to everyone who helped us
along the way - we made it! 

WE MADE IT!



JAN/FEB MARCH APRIL/MAY JUNE/JULY FALL PRESENT

Had record-

breaking months

with more foot

traffic and full

classes, thanks to

the move. 

Launched Webstore; 

Started free "We All

Belong Read Along"

Inclusive Storytime.

Ran fundraising efforts

to continue nurturing

families.

Thank you to our many

supporters - we could

not have done it

without you!

Stayed open as an

essential business,

serving customers

with virtual

appointments +

classes + curbside

pickup.

Launched Delivery; 

Started "Pandemic

While Pregnant"

support group.

Started free Ask

the Expert series 

we did it!

timeline

DEC

Moved into our new

location at 1051

Valencia,

continuing 30+

years of supporting

families in SF.

COVID-19

PANDEMIC,

SHELTER IN

PLACE  

Natural Resources is

healthy as we head into

2021.  We are well

positioned to continue

doing our work. 

by the numbers



launched GATHER & Play it Forward
Community-supportive programs.
GATHER is a platform for parents to
connect outside of class in a safe way.
Play It Forward gets essential products we
carry to nonprofits who need them.
SisterWeb, Prenatal Yoga Project, YKids, 
 Telegraph Neighborhood Childcare, +
Homeless Prenatal we all supported. 

We did not eliminate any positions.
We paid 35 educators. 
We hired 6 contractors for special
projects. 

maintained+generated jobs
We had no online store prior to 2020.
This was a monumental undertaking -
it is hard to overstate the scale of the
project for our small team! 
Our products are now available 24/7
and we ship nationally.

launched online store

95% of classes were shifted to
virtual, starting the same week SIP
went into effect.
We trained facilitators and set up an
entirely new system. Another massive
project for our small team.  

shifted classes to virtual 

...and more!

"Erika is amazing. The energy level,
silliness, and creativity she uses to
keep the kids interested even via

zoom is so wonderful. 
Thank you for continuing to push
forward and make these classes

available even during COVID
times. It’s something that helps
us feel a bit more “normal” to

get to do a class together
again." 

 
- Leah K (Toddler & Preschooler

Sign Langauge)

"I’ve never felt so comfortable,
welcomed and attended to in a class

before. 
All my questions were answered and even
above and beyond what I expected. I felt
more at peace than going to a hospital
or talking to a doctor. I’m so thankful for
these instructors and resources. I can’t

believe it was only $15. I will either
donate or take more classes from this

experience. Thank you so much for this!"
 

- Esther K (Pregnant! Now What?) 

"I love every staff member I ever met at NR and am so thankful for the great experiences I had in your store while
I was on mat leave. THANK YOU!"  -Amy H

in 2020 we:

the gold of NR:

"Incredible resource for mamas
to be, partners, babies & their
families -- from pregnancy to
delivery to postpartum and

beyond. 
Thank you for the Pandemic

support circle during the COVID
era, it's been extremely helpful to
navigate being pregnant during

these times!"
 
 

-Christie (Pandemic While
Pregnant)



Our STAFF, for doing new things as we pivoted and shifted so we could

continue doing our essential work of supporting families;

Our BOARD, for bringing their creativity and energy to help us keep the

boat on course; 

Our FACILITATORS, for continuing to teach while navigating their own

family and professional changes thanks to pandemic life; 

Our COMMUNITY who kept taking classes, buying products, writing

reviews, and telling friends about us;

Our DONORS who made a stand for what they think is important and

the kind of city they want to live in.

THANK YOU - WE COULDN'T HAVE DONE IT WITHOUT YOU 

thank you
We made it through a tumultuous year thanks to the efforts and support of many. We've always said it takes a

village and that was truer than ever in 2020! Thank you to:

we wish all of our families health and safety as you

navigate these coming months of continued pandemic

living. We cannot wait to gather again! 

with 2021 underway

with gratitude and thanks,
 
 

  
Alice Light

Executive Director
Natural Resources

Alice Light


